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Todayâ€™s explosion of independent and digital filmmaking demands a brass-tacks guide to the
business and legal aspects of the process. What fundraising options are available to a filmmaker?
When should a filmmaker establish a corporation or limited liability company? How do screenwriters
protect their work? What are a directorâ€™s legal obligations to the producer, cast, and crew--and
what are their obligations in return? And why must the filmmaker pay special attention to products
and artwork that might appear in the background of a shot?Â This indispensable resource
addresses the legal, financial, and organizational questions that an independent or guerrilla
filmmaker must face, and the problems that will doom a project if left unanswered. It demystifies
issues such as founding a film company, obtaining financing, preparing a budget, securing
locations, shooting, granting screen credits, and distributing, exhibiting, and marketing a
film.Â Newly updated and expanded, this second edition explores concepts such as executing a
digital distribution strategy through the use of YouTube and &#147;webisodes,â€• the importance of
international distribution, and legal issues particular to documentaries. Six handy appendixes
provide sample contracts, copyright circulars, Documentary Filmmakersâ€™ Statement of Best
Practices in Fair Use, studio contact information, and more.
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Filmmaking is a leap of faith. A lot of people assume someone else will solve all the paperwork
problems when distributions is locked. Unfortunately, if your paperwork is not in order and you can't
furnish deliverables, you run the risk of losing the distro deal. Deliverables- what you provide to a

distributor so they can do their job of marketing your movie- begin at the screenwriting stage.If you
are totally do it yourself and willing to make investments on yourself, why would you leave legalities
to the VERY end when you have no choice (at least at the start you have the option of NOT hiring
someone if they won't sign an actors release, avoiding a location if the owner won't sign. There's no
"getting away" with anything.) This is stuff you hear about in film school, but it doesn't sink in until
you experience the limitations caused by putting off the paperwork.Author Jon Garon provides a
legal book that is inclusive of all filmmakers, including no budget guerilla filmmakers. Even books
that deal with guerilla filmmaking tend to gloss over the pertinent details that relate to
Do-it-yourself-ers. He has some beautiful words of respect for guerilla filmmakers, too. That this is a
law and business guide makes it a must have for anyone thinking about making a movie, be it for no
money or millions.This is the first book I've read that goes indepth as to the protections of a
sole-proprietor vs. sole-Proprietor LLC (if your state allows it). I set up the LLC today, following his
instructions. Took 10 minutes, online. Even went to the irs.gov for the employer id Number. He
explains the risks of partnerships, and how you can unwittingly enter a partnership if you and your
pals don't set forth an agreement at the start.
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